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Abstract

This publication describes the new paradigm of cognitive cryptography. This new scientific area is
marked by a new generation of information systems, focused on developing intelligent cryptographic
protocols and procedures utilising cognitive information processing approaches. Such systems are
mainly designed to use the semantic analysis of encrypted data to select the most appropriate method
of its encryption. Our paper presents a possible application of such techniques in intelligent in-
formation sharing or visual cryptography. Additionally, some cryptographic solutions inspired by
biological models are presented.
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1 Introduction

Cognitive sciences have been developing for several decades and deal with such areas as neurobiology,
psychology, linguistics, and recently technology as well [3]. New computational paradigms proposed in
recent years as part of informatics have mainly consisted in the development of neural networks which
imitate the operation of biological structures: the neuron and the central nervous system. They also
included new techniques for the semantic interpretation of complex patterns in the form of images,
scenes or huge volumes of data associated with economic development, smart information management
as well as the supervision of multi-media transmissions [1] [4]. One can easily see that recently there
has been more research in the areas of cognitive science and cognitive informatics. This is mainly due to
major technological progress in contemporary computers and the attempt to use them to discover further
secrets about the way the brain operates, understand the cognitive processes taking place in it, and use
this knowledge to build modern technical solutions, e.g. cognitive humanoid robots [3]. An analysis of
the progress in many areas of contemporary cognitive science and cognitive informatics also suggests
that they may contribute to the development of contemporary cryptography or even create its new fields
by combining techniques which guarantee data confidentiality and integrity with personal information,
e.g. biometrics, or with semantic information extracted from analysed patterns (e.g. images or scenes).
Such a combination of cryptography with cognitive informatics can give birth to a new branch of science,
the so-called cognitive cryptography.

2 The Idea of Cognitive Cryptography

Traditional cryptography is the science of hiding information using symmetrical or asymmetrical tech-
niques, or if executing various protocols which ensure the confidentiality and integrity of data as well as
the authentication or the authorisation of the parties [2]. Practically every algorithm for the above tasks
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makes use of a sequence of bits (keys) of a specific length which ensure the computational security of
the algorithm or cryptographic procedure used. In the traditional approach based on Shannon’s infor-
mation theory, the best keys for data encryption are random keys (or one-time pads) which contain no
superfluous information measured quantitatively by the redundancy. Such algorithms are very secure,
but they do not allow the whole encryption process to be personalised and made dependent on individual
information associated with a specific person. Such a need arises in the so-called personalised cryptog-
raphy, i.e. when we want to e.g. generate encryption keys which are not purely random sequences of
bits, but in which some personal information is encoded. Such keys not only allow data to be hidden, but
in special cases could also enable identifying the owner of a specific key which has been used to perform
the relevant task. Such characteristics may be very useful when:

• authenticating the parties,

• sharing secret information,

• or encrypting with Fuzzy Vault methods.

Obviously, we can imagine a situation in which we would like to use not just the biometric data of a
specific person, but also completely different information extracted from some pattern, e.g. an image or
Big Data, and used to make this pattern or selected data repositories secret. To do this, we need to have
a system which will semantically analyse selected patterns (images, sounds, multimedia data etc.) and
extract certain unique characteristics or information from them, which characteristics/information can
then be used to perform the appropriate cryptographic procedure.
It is thus clear that the area of cognitive cryptography represents more than just personalised cryptography
concerning crypto-biometric techniques and methods. It also enables the use of cognitive information
systems to semantically analyse any data, thus producing a semantic description of the examined infor-
mation, and then use this description to apply a specific cryptographic procedure aimed at encrypting
this information, secretly sharing it or hiding it. The main differences between traditional cryptographic
techniques and cognitive cryptography are presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Differences between traditional and cognitive cryptography.
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3 Application Areas of Cognitive Cryptography

In the light of the rapid development of cognitive information systems and the ability to use them for
many diverse tasks of semantic data analysis, several leading areas and applications of cognitive cryp-
tography can be defined.

The most important of them include:

1. Threshold algorithms for sharing secrets depending on the contents of the shared information;

2. Visual cryptography with a visual perception threshold set for a given person;

3. Image steganography, watermarks and schemes depending on image contents;

4. Other applications based on the use of biological models in cryptography.

The first of the listed applications concerns methods of information splitting or sharing with the use
of cryptographic threshold schemes. Publication [5] [6] proves that it is possible to develop so-called
biometric threshold schemes or schemes which allow certain additional information (in this case the
meaning of the shared secret) to be used in the process of generating and distributing shares of secret
data. Of course, depending on the type of information shared, it seems necessary to use certain types
of cognitive information systems which will determine the meaning of the shared data which consists in
text (UBMSS systems) or images (E-UBIAS systems) [3].
The second listed area of application is visual cryptography. It is known that this type of cryptography
concerns mainly image data and makes it possible to hide or share the image by the threshold method or
using special image masks, without requiring a lot of computing capacity. In this case, the opportunities
to use cognitive cryptography could consist in individually setting visual perception thresholds which, if
threshold schemes are applied, would allow the visual information to be reconstructed in various ways
for different individuals. Such a scheme would thus allow creating secret image shares whose combina-
tion would enable recombining the image into a visible form in certain cases (for specific persons), but
not in other cases.
The third area of application is image steganography and watermarks (particularly invisible ones) [7].
Many watermarking and steganography algorithms allow any information in a textual or image form to
be inserted into the marked object. In cognitive cryptography, this inserted information may consist of
personal data obtained from biometrics, but it could also be a type of security code reflecting the original
contents of the marked data. Such a watermark would make it possible to detect geometric changes and
modifications of the contents of marked images. Obviously, to extract data unambiguously identifying
the marked image, this image must be analysed using E-UBIAS cognitive systems which can cognitively,
semantically analyse the image.
The last of the above areas of cognitive cryptography application is associated with using various biologically-
inspired models for cryptographic purposes. The most important examples of such solutions include
DNA cryptography and also linguistic threshold schemes allowing a secret to be threshold-shared with
the use of mathematical linguistic formalisms. More information on this subject is available in previous
publications of the authors [5] [6].

4 Cognitive Cryptography in Preventing Insider Threats

Looking on the above mentioned areas of application of cognitive cryptography techniques, we can easily
realize that such techniques may also play important role for preventing insider threats and information
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Figure 2: Different types of secure information splitting and distribution using linguistic threshold
schemes.

leakage from the secured system. There are two main reasons, which make these methods very useful
for such purposed.
The first one is connected with application of linguistic threshold schemes. As has been noted, such
procedures may be used for hierarchical information sharing and performing intelligent management of
splitted information, on different levels in hierarchical structures. Linguistic threshold schemes allow
to share and distribute particular secret information in various manners for different participants groups,
depending on theirs accessing grants for information retrieval. Different approaches for information
splitting and distribution is presented in Figure 2. Depending on the types of information structure (lay-
ered or hierarchical) we can apply different models for secret information distribution. Application of
such different models allow to prevent the information leakage while performing the whole distribution
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protocol [6].
The second possible application of cognitive cryptography for preventing information leakage is con-
nected with personalized cryptography, and application of biological models, or biometrics information
for various security tasks. The most important example showing such possibilities is connected with
generation of personalized cryptographic keys for symmetric or asymmetric encryption. For this purpose
were proposed bio-inspired techniques which allow to encode some personal features or characteristics
into long and enough strong encryption keys [5]. Such keys allow to identify who is the owner, and in
case of secured information leakage also point out for the untrusted participants or communication unit.

5 Conclusion

This article presents new development directions of contemporary cryptography and a new area of re-
search on cognitive cryptography. In the future, modern cryptographic systems may develop towards
personalised cryptography, in which a significant role will be played by personal information allowing a
specific person to be identified, but which also aims at creating encryption methods taking into account
the meaning of the hidden or shared data and applying various encryption methods depending on this
meaning. The development of such methods will allow abandoning traditional techniques which use
a lot of computing power to guarantee data confidentiality and instead applying cognitive algorithms
which guarantee the security of information depending on the context in which this information appears
or on its meaning. The creation of cognitive cryptographic algorithms is becoming possible thanks to the
development of many classes of intelligent cognitive systems described in publication [3] [6].
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